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Requirements 

Operating System 
MUSESYNC runs both on Linux and Microsoft Windows. Due to the several components involved, this guide describes the 

deployment only for Linux operating systems. We recommend to use desktop Debian-like distribution such as Ubuntu 

Desktop 12.04 LTS. 

Architecture 
Both 32 and 64 bit architectures are supported although under Linux, the released version can only run on 64 bit 

machines. That is due to some last minute developments which denied us to compile and test FFmpeg for Linux 32 bit OSs. 

Please take also into account that the MIRtoolbox does not work “out of the package” on Linux 64 bit OSs. We added 64 bit 

version of mp3info and mpg123 but they might not run on your machine. In that case you only have to replace them with 

working binaries. 

Storage 
About 10 GB are required for the system; it is also necessary to have enough free space to store temporary files and the 

synchronized videos. The following table details how the storage space is used: 

Production Music (.mp3 files) 6,5 GB 

Precomputed audio features 150 MB 

MATLAB library + external tools (motion analysis, FFmpeg, ...) 150 MB 

Lucene + index 150 MB 

Web front-end 10 MB 

 

There are no specific requirements in terms of RAM; 2 GB should be enough although we tested MUSESYNC on machines 

with 4 GB of RAM. 

 

https://www.jyu.fi/hum/laitokset/musiikki/en/research/coe/materials/mirtoolbox


Software 

Packages 
You should install the required packages from the shell: 

# apt-get install apache2 php5 mysql-server-5.5 php5-mysql 

Matlab 
The video synchronization process runs under Matlab. Our Matlab code runs both on R2011a and R2012a, thus any recent 

version of Matlab should work. We experienced a Matlab internal error using the version R2010a on a Windows 7 64bit 

netbook; but just upgrading Matlab resolved. We installed Matlab choosing the “full installation” option. We suggest to 

stick to the that choice because we employed external packages which do not explicitly say which toolbox are strictly 

required. 

Data 
It is necessary to download the production music repository (approximately 6.5 GB) and to store the .mp3 files in 

/path/to/MUSESYNC/matlab/media/musictracks/. In order to use your own music, music has to be copied in the same 

folder but it is also required to add the associated metadata both in the appropriate Lucene index and in MySQL. Please, 

write to the authors to receive further details if necessary. 

Apache 
The web front-end runs well on Apache 2.2.x. We suggest to configure Apache adding the following alias entries: 

# nano /etc/apache2/sites-available/default 

... 

Alias /MUSESYNC/ "/path/to/MUSESYNC/front-end/www/" 

<Directory "/path/to/MUSESYNC/front-end/www/"> 

    Options Indexes FollowSymLinks MultiViews 

    AllowOverride all 

        Order allow,deny 

    Allow from all 

</Directory> 

# necessary in order to use the MusicCloud feature (preview of the pre-selected songs) 

Alias /MUSESYNC-MP3/ "/path/to/MUSESYNC/matlab/media/musictracks/" 

<Directory "/path/to/MUSESYNC/matlab/media/musictracks/"> 

    Options Indexes FollowSymLinks MultiViews 

    AllowOverride all 

        Order allow,deny 

    Allow from all 

</Directory> 

... 

Make sure that the alias Apache module is active: 

# a2enmod alias 

PHP 
The web front-end employs PHP 5.3 although the code should run with any 5.x version of PHP. Calls to the exec() function 

must be allowed in order to access to Matlab scripts. In order to upload video files and process them, the following 

parameters in php.ini should be updated as follows: 

# nano /etc/php5/apache2/php.ini 



... 

max_execution_time = 0   

max_input_time = -1 

upload_max_filesize = 200M 

post_max_size = 200M 

... 

MySQL 
MySQL is employed to store the music repository metadata. Any recent version is fine, no other engine then MyISAM has 

been used. 

Create a database called musesync and import the SQL file front-end/music_repository.sql. Grant read privileges to the 

user musesync having password dAhvY5QGp3B9UXyE. You can also set different credentials and set them during the web 

front-end configuration. 

# cd /path/to/MUSESYNC/front-end/ 

# mysql -u root -h localhost -p 

mysql> create database musesync; 

mysql> use musesync; 

mysql> source music_repository.sql;  

mysql> show tables; 

+--------------------+  

| Tables_in_musesync |  

+--------------------+  

| music_repository   |  

+--------------------+  

1 row in set (0.00 sec)  

 

mysql> select count(*) from music_repository ; 

+----------+  

| count(*) |  

+----------+  

|     1085 |  

+----------+  

1 row in set (0.00 sec)  

 

mysql> CREATE USER 'musesync'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 'dAhvY5QGp3B9UXyE'; 

mysql> GRANT SELECT ON musesync.* TO 'musesync'@'localhost'; 

mysql> flush privileges; 

Java 
JRE is required to run Lucene. We use OpenJDK Runtime Environment 1.7 and Oracle Java SE 1.7 respectively on Linux and 

Windows. 

Configure files 
The first set of parameters regards the web front-end: 

# nano /path/to/MUSESYNC/front-end/www/settings.inc.php 

... 

There is the possibility to enable a front-end feature called MusicCloud that is a quick way to listen to the pre-

selected music. Unfortunately, the default HTML 5 audio player seems to be not compatible with all the music 

files in the local repository. Thus, this feature is disabled by default. 

define('EN_MUSIC_CLOUD_PREVIEW', false);  

define('URL_MP3_REPOS', 'http://localhost/MUSESYNC-MP3/'); 



define('REGEXPR_ALLOWED_VIDEO_EXT', '^(h264|mov|mpg|rm|wmv|m4v|3gpp|mp4)$'); 

 

define('BIN_MATLAB', '/usr/local/MATLAB/R2012a/bin/matlab');  

define('PATH_MATLAB_ENV', '/path/to/MUSESYNC/matlab/');  

define('PATH_TMP', '/path/to/MUSESYNC/front-end/www/tmp/');  

define('PATH_VIDEOS', '/path/to/MUSESYNC/front-end/www/videos/'); 

... 

If you want use different credentials to access to MySQL (or a different host or socket port) you also have to modify the 

following lines: 

... 

define('MYSQL_HOST', 'localhost'); 

define('MYSQL_PORT', 3306);  

define('MYSQL_USER', 'musesync');  

define('MYSQL_PASS', 'dAhvY5QGp3B9UXyE');  

define('MYSQL_NAME', 'musesync'); 

... 

Then you can either set the absolute path to the Java client modifying ENV_PARAMS.JAVA.BIN in 

/path/to/MUSESYNC/matlab/initenv_linux32.m (this .m file is used both for 32 and 64 bit distributions, thus do not mind 

for the name) or add the Java client executable to the system environment variable PATH. 

Test 
Please, proceed sticking to the following order: 

1. Open Matlab (desktop mode) 

1. Go to /path/to/MUSESYNC/ and type initenv; 

2. Test Lucene music suggestion typing:  
s = suggestSongs('my birthday party at the beach', 'nostalgia') 

3. Test video synchronization typing: syncVideosLucene 

4. Browse /path/to/MUSESYNC/matlab/media/syncedvideos/ where you should find a folder and some 

synchronized videos inside 

2. Web front-end 

1. Use a browser to access to http://localhost/MUSESYNC/ 

2. Fill the form where you are asked to type a short plot and some feeling related keywords 

3. Upload a video 

please take into account that the parameter REGEXPR_ALLOWED_VIDEO_EXT allows only some file 

extensions and the handled codec are only those handled by ffmpeg 

4. You should see the results (both video and assigned song metadata) 

Usage 
Access to http://localhost/MUSESYNC/ with any recent browser from your workstation or your Android mobile and enjoy 

MUSESYNC! 

http://localhost/MUSESYNC/

